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Wagner and 
(Not)Belonging

1. Historical Context

a) Belonging and Modernity

b) Belonging and National Identity

2. Belonging and Wagner – The Problem

a) The Dramas

b) The Autobiography

3. Belonging and Wagner – The Solution

a) The Festival concept

b) The “Friends” concept



Belonging

Aristotle: Man is a social animal

Forms of Belonging

Creating a Sense of Belonging for Students :

Numerous studies have shown that when students are 
underrepresented, or face stereotypes that they’re 
intellectually inferior, the anxiety about whether they fit in 
can sap motivation. A growing body of research concludes 
that students who feel they belong on campus are likely to 
earn better grades, have less stress, and take advantage of 
campus services.



Historical 
Context

Medieval Forms of Belonging 
– Stability / Predictability

• Feudalism

• Church

Modernity – Instability and 
Unpredictability

• Social mobility

• Protestant Reformation



Consequences 
of Modernity
a. Critical thinking / doubt

b. Scientific method

c. Exploration

d. Industrialization

e. Human rights & Democracy

f. Humanity unmoored; lost

a. Novalis: philosophy 
“eigentlich Heimweh –
Trieb überall zu Hause 
zu sein.”

b. Georg Lukács: 
“transzendentale 
Obdachlosigkeit”

Tristan und Isolde (Teatro Real Madrid, 2008, Dir. Lluis Pasqual)



Isolde:

Brangäne, du? –

Sag’, wo sind wir? [I.i]

Tristan:

Kurwenal – du?

Wo – war ich? –

Wo – bin ich? [III.i]

Brangäne – you?

Tell me, where are we?

Kurwenal – you?

Where – was I?

Where – am I?

Disorientation / Lost Souls



Karl Marx

The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly 
revolutionizing the instruments of production… 
and with them the whole relations of society. 
Conservation of the old modes of production in 
unaltered forms, was, on the contrary, the first 
condition of existence for all earlier industrial 
classes. Constant revolutionizing of production, 
uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions, 
everlasting uncertainty and agitation, distinguish 
the bourgeois epoch from all earlier ones. All 
fixed, fast-frozen relations, with their train of 
ancient and venerable prejudices and opinions, 
are swept away; all new-formed ones become 
antiquated before they can ossify. All that is solid 
melts into air, all that is holy is profaned



Nation State / 
National 
Identity

Invented tradition (Hobsbawm)

Politics vs culture

What is German? No natural borders, 
no geopolitical tradition

• Language and culture

• (Ernst Moritz Arndt): “soweit die deutsche 
Zunge klingt.”

• Wagner “Was ist Deutsch?” (1865)



Richard 
Wagner and 
(not)Belonging

(Not)Belonging in 
Wagner’s Dramatic Works

(Not)Belonging in 
Wagner’s autobiography

Wagner and Germanness 
/ German Identity



(Not)Belonging in Wagner’s Dramatic works

1. None of the heroes of his stage dramas “belong.” 

2. All are outcasts, outlaws, wanderers: adrift

a. The Dutchman, Tannhäuser, Lohengrin, Tristan and Isolde, Walther von Stolzing, Siegmund, 

Siegfried, Brünnhilde, Wotan

3. They search for a home / (re)integration, usually via a woman, usually fails

a. exception Meistersinger, which is why it is a comedy. Integration requires a simultaneous 

expulsion. 

4. Parsifal is the only work where integration is achieved

5. What does the above do in relation to the negative characters who also “don’t belong”?

a. Mime, Alberich, Beckmesser



Wagner’s 
Autobiography

Question about father (never 
resolved)

Wandering performer

Expat in Paris

Outlaw / Exile

Self-made Aesthetic outcast: opera 
composer who declared he wasn’t 

going to write any more operas



Wagner and Germanness

• Paris 1839-42 and the “discovery of 
Germanness”

• “Ich bin der deutscheste Mensch.” (1865)

• The thematic content of the dramatic works

• Canon formation (German). Wagner as the 
culmination of a line of German canonical 
composers. German vs. French/Italian 
music/opera

• The beret: fashion as an expression of 
national identity 



Bruno Latour
We Have Never Been Modern
(1991)

It is not only out of arrogance that Westerners think 
they are radically different from others, it is also out of 
despair, and by way of self-punishment. They like to 
frighten themselves with their own destiny. Their voices 
quaver… when they celebrate the death of God, or the 
death of man. Why do we get so much pleasure out of 
being so different not only from others but from our 
own past? What psychologist will be subtle enough to 
explain our morose delight in being in perpetual crisis 
and in putting an end to history? …. Haven't we shed 
enough tears over the disenchantment of the world? 
Haven't we frightened ourselves enough with the poor 
European who is thrust into a cold soulless cosmos, 
wandering on an inert planet in the world devoid of 
meaning?



Wagner’s Solutions?
1. Belonging and Wagner’s Festival Concept

a. Opera/Theater as a vision of belonging (Ancient 
Greece)

b. Festspielhaus
c. Wahnfried
d. Double move to elicit recognition and sense of 

audience belonging:
i. World of myth is a common cultural home 

(metanational)
ii.German medieval sources with invented archaic 

language
2. Belonging and Wagner’s Friends

a. Wagnerianer (1847)
b. Specialized vocabulary for insiders
c. Wagner societies
d. Annual ritual
e. Wagner family dynasty



The Sound of Being Grounded?

• Tristan und Isolde

• Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg

• Parsifal


